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Orono parties
probed
By Kelley Bouchard
Staff Writer
Young people leaving an off-campus
party early in the morning, walking past
residential homes, hollering obscenities,
throwing beer cans, urinating in bushes,
somiting on lawns, slamming car doors,
playing music too loudly, and driving
too fast — not an attractive scene, but
-one apparently viewed by several Orono
residents in the past few weeks.
. Nearly 20 homeowners near North
Main, Pond, Hill, Park, Mill and Pine
-3Ifeets gathered Monday night at the
Orono Town Council meeting to com-
plain of recent "party disturbances" that
have occurred since UMaine students
returned to classes.'
The council did not resolve the issue,
but town officials said pressure is being
placed on landlords, university officiats
and the students involved.
"The problem seems to be much worse
this year with larger parties being held
in residential areas," said Town
Manager Bruce A. Locke in opening the
discussion.
"It's not unusual for seven to 10 par-
ties to be in the same small area of
Orono in one esening," Locke said.
Last Saturday night, between 10:30
and 12 a.m.. the- Orono Police Depart-
ment recorded seven party-related com-
plaints, Locke said.
The number of police officers on du-
ty on weekend nights has been increased.
Alice R. Kelley of North Main Street, Orono, talks with town council members James 0. Ballinger (left) andFrancis J. Martin. (Bouchard photo)
Locke said, since the Sept. 6 incident at
the Park Place apartment complex when
only three officers were available to con-
trol hundreds of party-goers.
Locke said off-campus parties have in-
creased because this is the first year no
UMaine students are grandfathered
under the legal drinking age of 21.
"The university's hard line on no
drinking on campus has left students
under 21 congregating at large parties
off-campus," Locke said. "The pro-
blem is that most of these parties are keg
parties and I can assure you, no one is
carding at the door. "
Besides loud crowds and drunken
behavior, blocked driveways and inac-
cessible streets narrowed by the parked
cars of party-goers have been a persis-
tarn problem on weekends, according to
Alice R. Kelley of North Main Street.
Other residents blamed absentee
landlords, or "slum lords," whose in-
sufficient up-keep of the apartments
they rent to students lowers the surroun-
ding property value of the neighborhood
and, as a result, lowers student percep-
tion of what is expected of them as
members of the community.
Terrence Keating of North Main Street
proposed the Town Council enforce a
warning system that would make code
enforcement a near-final measure.
Campus violence is concern of Council of Colleges
by Susan J. Plourde
Staff Vv'ritef
Media exposure of violence on the
UMaine campus and its effect on the up-
coming bond issue concerned Walter
S.Schoenberger, professor of political
violence hurts others. "
"it is a serious matter that needs to
be discussed," said Thomas D. Aceto,
vice president for Student and Ad-
ministrative Services.
Schonberger expressed concern that
media exposure of violence on the
...holding off investigation...would be
sweeping things under the rug.
science at the Council of Colleges held
Monday afternoon.
Discussion of violence and related
problems on campus resulted from a
motion to the council by George K.
Criner, assistant professor of
Agricultural and Resource Economics
and a two-year veteran of the Student
Conduct Board.
Criner's motion called for the
establishment of an ad hoc committee
to examine violence on campus and
related issues including alcohol con-
sumption. vandalism, publicity, and the
relation between criminal and academic
iklinislune at .
"If a person wants to cheat, they are
hurting themselves," said Criner, "but
UMaine campus would he detrimental
to passage of the proposed bond referen-
dum for the University of Maine system.
Council members felt that holding off
an investigation would be sweeping
things under the rug. Schonberger
withdrew his motion to hold off any in-
vestigation until after November.
However, the results of the commit-
tee's examination of these issues will not
be available to the council until February
I, 1987.
The council felt that this would give
the committee sufficient time to ade-
quately explore the many facets of the
problems involved.
Charles F. Rauch, Jr., assistant pro-
fessor of management led a council
discussion on the importance of the up-
coming bond referendum.
The $7.7 million referendum will be
addressed in question nine of a 10 ques-
-tion ballot during the November elec-
tion. UMaine is expected to receive an
estimated $2.43 million.
Rauch told council members, "Do
anything you can to get people to vote
yes on No. nine."
As an example of the past use of bond
issue money, Rauch discussed the
changes in the labs in Aubert Hall.
Those changes were made possible by
money received from a bond referendum
in 1984.
He recommended that those council
members who had not seen the new lab
in Aubert take the time to examine it.
"Then," he said, -go across the hall
restructuring the UMaine
administration.
Lick distributed charts indicating the
structures of the past and current ad-
ministrations as well as a chart of his
proposed new administrative set-up.
The council will examine these pro-
posals for future discussion.
Lick also elaborated on a plan for
computer changes for UMaine. He has
been examining a major computer
system from the Control Data
Corporation.
The system will cost between
S750,000-51 million and according to
Lick will "change how we deal with the
outside world. "
"Do anything you can to get peo-
ple to vote yes on No. nine."
— Charles Rauch, Jr.
assistant professor of management
and look at one of those horror stories
that still exist."
Promotion for passage of the referen-
dum should begin soon, said Rauch. He
indicated that there will be heavy pro-
motion on Homecoming weekend.
"We need to get moving," he said.
UMaine President Dale W. Lick ad-
dressed the council on the question of
Lick felt that the smaller size of the
Maine university system made use of a
computer system like this possible.
"The potential is there for a state.widc,--- - -
system that nobody else has," said
Lick. "It will give us a dimension that
we don't have, and that we need."
"We're small enough, we can do it,"
he added.
2 The Daily Maine Campus. Thesday, September 23, 1986.
Onward provides special support
by 'Jeanette Brawn
Staff Writer
The problems that non-traditional
students face differ from those of other
students, said Judi Ganem, a counselor
assistant of Onward.
The Onward Program is a program
made up of students, faculty and
counselors dedicated to helping non-
traditional students meet their educa-
tional goals.
Of the 49 freshmen members of the
Onward Program this year, 26 are
parents. Of these 26, two are married,
said Gerald Ellis, associate director of
Onward.
"We help these parents by sometimes
dealing directly with welfare workers and
we teach the parents what they should
expect from human services and student
financial aid," said Ellis.
The Onward program also provides
college preparatory courses, counseling,
tutoring and emotional support, said
Pam Bachelor, an Onward counseling
assistant.
"I was a 29-year-old single parent with
three young children when I started the
Onward Program. I was two hours away
from my family and the basic support
system and I was scared about what I
was attempting." Bachelor said.
"Onward helped me to realize my
potential, not only as a student, but as
a person. The staff and the other
students gave me support, encourage-
ment and praise when I needed it and
when I didn't,"
"I am now in the Nursing Program
here and often think about how lucky I
was to find this program and all the peo-
ple associated with it," added
Bachelor.
"We are always here for the-se people,
if they need child care we try to find a
way for them. If they need extra money
we give it to them from our own pockets,
if we have to. If they need a place to stay,
they, can stay in my home until ar-
rangements can be made," said
Ganem.
Stephanie Matinez obtained her GED
after leaving high school at the age of
16. She worked odd jobs for four years
before applying for college, and
although she was rejected, she was
assigned to the Onward Program.
"High school was scary but Onward
was different because I had a supportive
family atmosphere. I wanted logo to col-
lege, because who wants to be a waitress
all their lives. If it hadn't been for On-
ward I couldn't have gone," said
Matinez.
"I think that's why a lot of people are
here, they got tired of only getting by, but
without the Onward, it's just too scary
otherwise," said Matinez.
Julie Nicholson, a mother of two,
decided to go to college against her
parents wishes after a divorce and being
out of school for 11 years.
She gets up at 5:30 a.m., has a half an
hour to herself, and then gets her
children up and ready for the bus by 7
a.m.
She staggers her classes an hour apart
from each other when she can, allowing
time in between to do her homework.
Nicholson leaves school bs 3 p.m. and
has time to do a quick errand of do some
grocery shopping before she gets home
to cook her children's dinner, she said.
She works on the weekends part-time
as a waitress.
"Most of my studying is done on cam-
pus because I'm too tired to study at
home." said Nicholson.
"I do my housecleaning on Saturdays
while the kids are watching cartoons."
"When finals week comes I block off
a week and tell my kids that they are not
going to have 'mommy' very much for
this time. After finals week we celebrate
by doing something special together like
rollerskating or having their friends over
for the night," she added.
"Onward has given me a second
chance at life again. Because we all get
together and have family picnics and
other things both my kids and [can en-
joy together. I don't feel as though I'm
neglecting my kids. And they know other
kids who can't alWays see their mother
as often as they might like,"
Nicholson said.
"Onward helps you realize who you
are. We are a small community where
everyone can relax, trust and grow
together," Matinez said.
"I really do believe that all freshmen.
even every college student, should have
what we have," Ellis added.
The Onward community also includes
international students, physically han-
dicapped students, and many other
university students who use the tutorial
services.
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PIMA
awards
by Susan J. Plourde
Staff Writer
Five UMaine seniors woke up
Sunday morning $500 richer
thanks to the Paper Industry
Management Association, Nor-
theast Division.
The students were awarded
scholarships from PIMA in
ceremonies held Saturday evening
at the Balsams Grand Resort Hotel
in Dixville Notch, NH.
Scholarships for Robert Caner,
Jennifer Beaulieu, Heather
McPherson, and David Godbout
were part of P1MA's annual
scholarship donations to UMaine
Of the four, all but Godbout are
majoring in chemical-engineering.
Godbout is a mechanical
engineering major.
PIMA has been awarding
scholarships to students at
UMaine interested in the paper in-
dustry since 1943 said Joseph M.
Genco, professor of Chemical
Engineering.
The students were chosen by the
PIMA scholarship committee after
consultation with chemical and
mechanical engineering depart-
ment professors.
Criteria for consideration in-
cludes experience in the industry,
a grade point average above 2.7,
leadership potential, and having
expressed an interest in pursuing a
career in some aspect of the paper
industry.
"They (PIMA) are trying to en-
courage management types,"
said Genoa
• -Roger Wood, maintenance
superintendent at the Champion
mill in Bucksport and a 1963
graduate of UMaine headed the
scholarship committee.
"I was impressed by all these
students, they will be an asset to
our industry," said Wood.
The fifth student, Mark
Wescott, was awarded a scholar-
ship from the Purchasing Division
of PIMA.
Carl G. Hamilton, Manager of
Purchases and Chemicals at Lin-
coln Pulp and Paper Co., Inc. in
Lincoln. Maine said that the stu-
dent chosen for this scholarship
needed to have "an inclination
towards business" and an interest
in the paper industry.
Westcoll is majoring in both
chemical engineering and business.
"The choice was easy," said Jen-
co. "We only have one student that
qualified."
Hamilton said that this scholar-
ship from the purchasing division
is not an annual award but a "one-
time thing."
"There was money left in the
budget," he said.
The Purchasing Division also
donated $500 to be used for equip-
ment in the new Jenness Hall
addition.
"We thought we'd like to do
something lasting, " said
Hamilton.
Stanley N. _Marshall, Jr, direc-
tor of the UMaine Pulp and Paper
Foundation, said that there is a
$2.5 million fundraising effort
-underway te-purebase new equip-
ment for Jenness Hall.
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Farmers gather on Common Fairgrounds
by Marc Larrivee
Staff Writer
A variety of delicious food, crafts,
wildlife and entertainment highlighted
the 10th anniversary of the Common
Ground Country Fair last weekend.
Despite the ominous clouds overhead
Saturday, the rain held off and about
5,000 people gathered at the Windsor
Fairgrounds to enjoy the festivities.
One of the major attractions of the
fair, presented by the Maine Organic
Farmers & Gardeners Association, was
the diverse selection of food.
Aside from the customarily-served
lobster, barbequed lamb and chicken,
burritos, Italian sausage, calzones and
sushi were just a portion of the different
foods offered.
The people may have been eating in-
ternationally, but the event was a local
one.
lwarren photo
Barns full of wildlife gave the passers-
by a look at common farm animals as
well as some exotic species.
The barn of fowl gave those gathered
a chance to see some of their favorite
birds up close. The Red Golden Phea-
sant's almost unnatural bright colors
became a topic of conversation among
those gathered.
Musical entertainment included a fid-
dle contest, which set upon a small
grandstand
Various political organizations set up
booths in the lifestyle section of the
fairgrounds.
Groups such -as the Maine Nuclear
Referendum Committee, Maine People's
Alliance, the Maine Women's Lobby and
Veterans for Peace — the group which
as come to national attention due to the
fast of four veterans against US Central
American policy — were on hand.
A coalition booth of Maine groups
against US Central American policy
were praised for their mural painted by
Shelia Garrett and Natasha Mayers,
entitled the "History 03f Central
American Agriculture" in art.
Peter Dilliard, project facilitator and
sponsor, said the mural was a represen-
tation of the decimation of Central
American agriculture.
"What it really is," he said, "is a
history of exploitation."
Throughout the day workshops were
held on topics having to do with rural
life.
Everything from alternatives to public
schooling to a workshop on sheep
management were listed in the calendar
of events.
Those with an artist's touch milled
about the folk arts tent where they
observed demonstrations of chair can-
ing, cutting and masonry, stained glass
and rug hooking and braiding.
3
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Patch House is an alternative to dormitories
by Mark Kellis
Staff Writer
Aside from apartments and frater-
nities, you won't find much in the was
of alternatives to living in dormitories.
Unless, perhaps, you visit the Edith
Patch House on College Avenue.
There you'll find 10 University of
Maine students, renting the old farm-
house from the university.
The house is operated by the Orono
Cooperative Housing Corporation
(OCHC), which was created II years ago
when students first lived in the Patch
House, said Peter Wagner, president of
the house.
The by-laws of the OCHC read that
as a cooperative institution, the Patch
House must have "open membership to
all regardless of race, religion, national
origin or political beliefs."
To further the spirit of cooperative Its -
ing, the OCHC stipulates that the house
"operates as a democracy, each member
having exactly one vote...all members
together controlling the corporation."
Resident Colleen Leary said chores,
which rotate on a weekly basis, range
from bathroom cleaning and cooking
bread, to cooking dinner for the entire
house. Residents must be head cook one
week, then an assistant cook the nexf,
said Leary.
Leary, a junior at UMaine, said she
has been living at the Patch House since
the beginning of last semester.
"I just grew out of the dorms. The
people here are laid-back, very accepting
of each other," said Leary. The
number of residents per year is 10, and
an even male/female ratio is desired,
though there are now four males and six
females currently living there, said Leary.
Wagner decided to move Mg of his
dormitory because he missed doing
things for himself.
"I wanted to have more persOnal in-
put in my life. Being on campus 24 hours
a day is like sleeping in your
classrooms," said Wagner.
He said living opportunities are adver-
tised and applicants are invited to dinner.
"We want to feel comfortable with the
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LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE STARTS HERE
person. It's not what everyone's looking
for. It depends on whether or not you
like living with a lot of people," said
Wagner.
"People are usually pleasantly surpris-
ed when they start living here.
It's not just a cheap place to live in:'
Wagner added.
"It's a wonderful place to live.
We have a comradely here," said
resident Emily Peebles-Seibert.
Leary said each person pays S180 per
month for rent.
"That takes care of everything in-
cluding food," Leary said.
When the house first opened most
members were devout vegetarians. Now,
while all residents are not vegetarians,
meat is still not part of their menu
because it is too expensive. said Wry.
John Sawyer, house coordinator, said
each of the 10 residents have their own
bedrooms. Also in the main house, there
are two kitchens, two bathrooms, a large
living room, and a dining room. The
back contains both a shed and a barn
for storage.
•
On the northern end, the yard slopes
down to meet a garden. Residents often
try their luck at planting, and this year
they will harvest cabbage, pumpkins,
and some more exotic crops, Wagner
said. Weekly house meetings are held to
discuss problems and plan fundraisers,
said Wagner.
On October 2, the Patch House is
sponsoring the second annual Benefit
Buffet, with proceeds going to Meals on
Wheels of Maine, the Good Shepherd
Food Bank, the HOME Cooperative,
and St. Johns Soup Kitchen in Bangor.
The Patch House retains the name of
its former owner, Edith Patch, who was
the founder of the UMaine department
of entomology, said Leary.
Leary said Patch was the first female
professor at UMaine, and she also wrote
books to further childrens' knowledge of
nature.
Program for diabetics
by Melissa Buxton
Staff Writer
A diabetic has to make a lot of choices
every da), said Barbara Murphy', a
registered nurse at Cutler Health Center.
Receising injections, checking blood
count, and how to maintain a strict diet
are some of the topics discussed at a pro-
gram for diabetics sponsored by the
center.
"Although the program for diabetics
was started two years ago, it is not a very
well known program because many
diabetic kids just aren't comfortable
talking about it."
Murphy said the goal of the program
is to help students feel more comfortable
with the disease and to help them live
normal healthy lives.
"We want to be a resource to help with
the problems that a diabetic faces,"
said Murphy.
Diabetes develops from insufficient
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production of insulin, a substance
secreted by the pancreas.
Insulin assists sugars in reaching
muscles, fat, and other tissues where it
is then burned to produce energy.
Before the program began, Murphy
gathered information about the subject
and sent letters students who indicated
they- had diabetes on their health ques-
tionnaire.
Murphy said the only way to know if
a student is diabetic is if they answer
positively on the questionnaire.
She said there are many more students
who are diabetic who do not wish to say
anything because they- are uncomfortable
about the disease.
Lillian Zanchi, also a registered nurse
at the center, said another goal of the
program Is to help kids who are diabetic
to feel they arc not alone.
"It is a sharing experience. It is good
for these kids to see other kids going
through the same kinds of experiences
and to see that everyone deals with it dif-
ferently," she said.
Murphy said there are about 20 to 25
students recognized as having diabetes.
"The disease is especially hard for col-
lege students to adjust to because they
have to take injections three to four times
a day and non-diabetic people such as
roommates might have a difficult time
adjusting to seeing them use a nee-
dle," Murphy said.
There are two types of diabetics she
added. The first type is insulin depen-
dent and must take injections daily. The
non
-insulin type usually controls the
problem by losing a certain amount of
weight.
Of the non
-insulin type, 20 percent arc
women, black, Hispanic or Native
American. Murphy said five percent of
the total population has some form of
diabetes. Five to 10 percent of those
groups have to take some form of
insulin.
She said some common topics dis-
cussed at the meeting are the diabetic
athlete, job discrimination, military
discrimination, and pregnancy and the
diabetic.
"Even if we don't reach all the college
students, if our program helps make life
better for even five or six people that is
success." Murphy said.
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World/U.S. News
East-West agreement to reduce war adopted
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) — The
decade's first East-West security agree-
ment designed to reduce the risk of ac-
cidental war in Europe was adopted
Monday by the 35-nation Stockholm
conference.
Delegates, including chief U.S.
negotiator Robert Barry of Rindge,
N.H., celebrated with champagne toasts.
During Monday's final session of the
32-month conference, the clack re-
mained at 10:56 p.m., the time it was
stopped on Friday, the original deadline
for the conference. Delegates said they
had to "freeze" time because several
issues were unresolved.
Agreement was reached late Sunday
when Soviet and U.S. negotiators com-
promised on arrangements for notifica-
tion, observation and on-site inspection
of military maneuvers.
According to military experts, the
final document will enable NATO, the
Warsaw Pact and neutral European na-
tions to foresee and judge with greater
precision than before all sizeable military
maneuvers and movements in Europe.
"There were issues we fought for and
did not achieve but the result is definitely
a step forward. It enables us to check the
real will to build confidence," said a
NATO military expert, who spoke on
condition he not be identified further.
The agreement, an offshoot of the
1975 Helsinki accords, is the first East-
West security agreement since the SALT
II document on superpower strategic
arms signed by Jimmy Carter and
Leonid Brezhnes in Vienna in 1979. That
agreement was never ratified by the U.S.
Senate.
NATO delegates, headed by Barry,
and Soviet delegation head Oleg Grinev-
sky, speaking for the Warsaw Pact,
hailed the agreement as an example to
be followed in arms control.
Barry and Grinevsky said they were
not totally satisfied, but agreed they got
more than was expected.
The negotiations, formally called the
Conference on Security-and Confidence-
Building Measures and Disarmament in
Europe, brought together delegates from
the United States, Canada, the Soviet
Union and all -European states except
Albania.
Negotiators stopped the clock to get
around the original Sept. 19 deadline for
an accord and worked through the
weekend to break deadlocks.
Barry said in a statement: "We have
taken an important step toward reduc-
ing the risk of military confronta-
tion."
"Confidence-and security-building
measures represent a relatively new in-
strument for arms control and this con-
ference has just begun to develop their
potential. More remains to be done, im-
plementation of these measures will give
us valuable experience. But we have
made a good start," Barry said.
Grinevsky told reporters: "We
achieved the maximum possible, though
I wish we could have also solved a
number of remaining problems such as
air activities. ...The result sets a good ex-
ample for further talks on arms con-
trol."
The Stockholm document will be
evaluated and reviewed at a meeting
beginning Tuesday in Vienna. It is to be
ratified by the 35 nations before the end
of the year, when it is to take effect.
The agreement stipulates that
members of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization and the Warsaw Pact must
notify the other bloc at least 42 days in
advance when planning military ac-
tivities involving at least. 13,000 soldiers
or 300 tanks.
An nation conducting military
maneuvers involving 17,000 soldiers or
more must invite two observers from
other participants in the Stockholm
conference.
When maneuvers involve amphibious
landings or paratroops, nations must.
notify the other side if 3,000 or more are
involved, and invite observers if 5,600
troops or more are taking part.
NATO has sought mutual notification
for maneuvers involving as few as 6,000
troops. The Warsaw Pact initially wanted
a figure of 20.000 In Helsinki, the level
for notification on maneuvers had been
sef at 25,000 troops,
If one nation suspects another is con-
ducting large-scale maneuvers without
notifying the other side, it can demand
an on-site inspection using aircraft or
land vehicles.
The two sides commtlmised on the
number of on-site inspections a nation
would have to allow. settling for three
annually.
Each Nov. 15, participating nations
must provide each other with a schedule
Of planned military activities involving
40,000 or more troops during the next
two-year period. -
Barry said the measures agreed on,
despite what he still considered excessive-
ly high notification thresholds, would
cover four times as many military ac-
tivities as the Helsinki accords.
The Soviets long resisted allowing on-
site inspections to verify compliance. It
was seen as a major concession when the
SCA i et deputy defense minister, Marshal
Akhromeyev, came to Stockholm during
the conference's final session to an-
nounce the Soviets would allow inspec-
tion in some areas. .
On Western insistence, the accord con-
tains detailed rules on how the inspec-
tion teams may travel and communicate.
NATO wanted the teams to be
transported by vehicles and crews of
neutral countries, but the Soviets insisted
that only their own vehicles and crews
could be used for inspections on Soviet
territory.
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Crying over spilled milk
Maine dairy fanners have needlessly wasteduncounted thousands of gallons of milksince their campaign for higher prices .
began on Labor Day.
Surely most anyone can sympathize with
American farmers and what we commonly refer to
as their "plight." It is sad indeed to see the most
productise farmers in the world, the lifeblood for
. Americans as well as tens of millions of foreigners,
having to strugglelor their very survival.
But, it is sadder still to see gallon after precious
gallon of milk being pointlessly drained off
somewhere out in the high pasture.
We understand the reasoning behind the milk-
dumping tactics. The dairymen are hoping to
create enough of a shortage to force processors in-
to ming higher prices for (heir milk. It follows a
basic supply-demand principal. -
The problem with the dumping campaign
however, lies within certain moral principals.
The question is whether a child born in
Bangladesh automatically enjoys the .ca\tne basic .
right to life as a child born in Bangor. How can
the dumping of milk be justified heelk while
millions are _going without milk there?
Of course, food waste in the United States is not
a new and/or unusual occurrence. Many a plate
has been cleared from the American dinner table
- basing gone sirtually untouched. And wheat is left
standing tall in the fields because storage silos are
already osertlowing.
Waste has long been a part of American society.
It simply takes an event such as this dumping cam-
paign to make one realize its true dimensions.
Nothing hits home harder than a newschp showing
a trailerload of milk flowing down a pasture
hillside in showing this.
It is not the intention of this editorial to
discredit or cast judgement upon the Maine dairy
farmer. No one can tell the dairyman what he can
or cannot do with his own product.
Perhaps if there was a way that milk could be
sent from the farmer directly to a relief organiza-
tion that would guarantee its shipment to areas out
of the farmers' market, our consciences could all
rest a little easier.
It is possible both the farmers' economic in-
terests and our Noral responsibilities could both-be
served in such a far-fetched s 
In any case, the old adage about not crying over
spilled. milk can- no longer be-taken lightly
Spilled milk Can make one cry.
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Incompetent
lugworms
After thinking about government
bureaucracies for a few minutes. I have
come to conclusion that most of them
should be blown off the face of this
earth. 
 
 '
If a federal or state bureacracy hires
an incompetent lug, the chances of the
lug being fired are close to zero.
Why? Because the price, mainly the
amount of time, is just too much. In-
stead they feign satisfaction with the per-
son and promote them. Then the next
person promotes them, and so on, and
so on. -
At least most lower offices find a way
to get rid of the incompetents, but it
seems that bad policies on how to run
the bureacracies are much harder to fix.
A couple of weeks ago I complained
about the Post Office, but at the time I
never really considered all the nonsen-
sical aspects of how the local Post Of-
fice is run.
It is bad enough that they don't deliver
mail a block and a half from the Post
Office when they deliver to almost
eseryw-here else.
It is also pretty pathetic that a town
that won't deliver mail doesn't have an
adequate number of Post Office boxes
within it.
What is even more irritating is the fact
that as taxpayers most of us expect to get
free delivery Of our mail, yet if you have
to take the time to go to pick up your
own mail from a designated box you will
be charged a rental fee.
I was angry enough when I found that
I have to receive my mail general
delivery, but last week really took the
cake:
My fiance made the weekly trek to the
Post Office and asked for his mail and
mail for Rebecca Smith.
"What is her middle initial?" the clerk
asks.
"She doesn't have one."
"Do you know what she is expecting
for mail. You see, there are two Rebecca
Smiths."
Using his psychic abilities, my fiance
told the clerk I was expecting a new box
of checks. Being the only thing he could
think of, that was the only mail I got.
This is just terrific. Now I have to
predict what might come for me. I guess
I better ask Dad to let me know when
he sends surprise checks or cards.
I know the local postal workers must
be aware of the problem, especially
because of the irritated residents.
I guess for now I will have to wait for
a P.O. box to become available, and un-
til then we will see if my psychic ability
holds up long enough to get some money
from home.
.,ftebecra Smith has received some mail
in Milford, but is wondering how much
of her mail has gone to the other Rebec-
ca Smith.
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Attention Readers!
If you have something on your
mind and would like to express
it for the benefit of others—
write. The Daily Maine Campus
welcomes your letters to the
editor—we won't know about it
unless you write. We desire
reader response, whatever your
perspective. So send them in!
WAAGE-CAM litIA411;e1)!"
Meeting for those concerned
To the editor:
Concerns over South Africa's
legalized and institutionalized
system of apartheid, of U.S.
economic and political involve-
ment in South Africa, of racism
at home and abroad, and of
University of Maine complicity
in such exploitation and racism
have been major issues at our
university since 1979. The South
Africa Sub-committee of the
Maine Peace Action Committee
has provided the leadership in
studying the issues and then
distributing educational
material, bringing many
movies, two South African
speakers, and a play from South
Africa to Orono, and organiz-
ing massive resistance to
University of Maine investment
in corporations and banks pro-
fiting from apartheid in South
Africa.
In 1982, the Board of
Trustees of the University of
Maine, adopting the recommen-
dations of a faculty committee
calling for total divestment by
the University and the Univer-
sity of Maine Foundation,
voted to divest all holdings in
corporations and banks
operating in South Africa. The
University totally divested its
stock held in corporations do-
ing business in South Africa,
but the Foundation continues to
invest university funds in apar-
theid South Africa.
We are now constituting our
MPAC South Africa Sub-
committee for 1986-1987. We
shall be involved in educating
ourselves and sharing educa-
tional material with other
members of the university com-
munity, with bringing movies
and other programs to campus,
with attending conferences, and
with exposing and resisting the
University of Maine Founda-
tion. As members of the MPAC
Sub-committee on South
Africa, we invite any interested
persons, not only members of
MPAC, to join us every
Wednesday afternoon, at 4:30
p.m., in the Virtue Room of the
Maples. We welcome those of
you who may have no previous
experience in anti-apartheid
struggles or no knowledge of
the issues but simply a personal
concern about such issues, a
desire to learn more about
them, and a desire to become
involved in changing what hap-
pens at our university and
elsewhere at home and abroad.
For the MPAC South Africa
Sub-committee
Jonathan Ben-y
Elwood Ede
Nancy Hey
Doug Allen
Response
Downright annoying
To the editor:
One hopes the article in the
September 19 issue by Linda
McGivern in the column "Ir-
relevancies" is not relevant to
actual classroom altitudes at
U Maine.
Linda, you find certain
"types" of students to be "an-
noying" to you, and you have
tried to write a humorous arti-
cle about these "types." But,
at the end of the article, you
recommend sitting "as close" to
the annoying "creature" as
possible, and learning "how to
operate a .38 special."
Linda, are you recommen-
ding killing someone for being
"annoying"? Because if we all
take your recommendation
seriously, within a short time
there will be no one left in this
world, not even yourself. For, to
tell the truth, I found your lit-
tle "humorous" article to be
slightly obnoxious — no, even
more than that: I found it to be
downright "annoying."
Joan Fox
Orono
End the party,
To the editor:
When we decided to have our
party, we did not expect 11 10 be
quite as large as it was. It turns
out that there were three parties
here in our complex. Fine. Big
deal. Two weeks later, one
would think that the news-
worthiness of this 400-person
"mob" would have come to an
end. It seems now, that it will go
on without an end.
The last letter, "A One Party
Opinion," mentioned an
apartment being broken into. It
was ours, so I don't find it to be
any of their business. Let's stop
these letters which are making
95 Park Place into the town
spectacle. When it all ends, it
will be time to celebrate once
again.
Names ssiihheld upon request
Students benefit?
To the editor:
On Saturday evening the
Maine Center for the Arts was
dedicated, with words of praise
being given by Chancellor
Woodbury, President Lick, and
Building Committee Chairman
Russel Badwell. The predomi-
nant tone of each address was
that this new center is a
testimony of our cultural
achievements that will
enlighten, enrich, and elevate all
of the people of the state of
Maine. It was implied that the
greatest benefactors of the
center would be the general stu-
dent body here on the Orono
campus; the theory being that
this center will attract a higher
quality of both students and
faculty, not to mention
generous philanthropic con-
tributions, which will in turn
add to the overall quality of the
institution at large.
This center may indeed at-
tract a certain genre of faculty
and students, and it will no
doubt bring in money either
through donations or general
profits, BUT I do not believe it
is, per se, to the direct benefit
of the general student body. Let
us face facts: this building was
not built for us ... the student
body. At the opening ceremony
one could see where the
students fit in „. ushering and
waiting on tables.
The actual number of
students attending could pro-
bably be counted on one hand.
Besides, the fact that the pro-
gram .was one in which the
average student had no interest
in seeing, the price was pro-
hibitive as well.
The object of this letter is not
to criticize the absence of
students at the opening
ceremony, after all the program
was, and should have been, for
those persons who made it all
possible. I simply state that the
absence of student involvement
with the opening performance
sets a bad precedent; one that
in view of the schedule of the
up-coming events shows no sign
of being turned around. It is ob-
vious that the directors of this
center feel that we, the general
student body, the people that
are suppose to benefit the most
from this building, are un-
suitable as patrons of the arts,
for if this were not the case an
event with appeal to the general
student body would have been
scheduled. Perhaps the directors
feel that we are an uncouth and
fractious hoard unappreciative
and undeserving of an event
such as a rock concert that
would have broad general
appeal.
I call on the directors of the
Maine Center for the Arts to
cast off their myopic and con-
descending attitudes vis-a-vis
the general student body and
rectify the injustice done to us.
I would like to remind the direc-
tors and the administration that
we too shall someday be
ALUMNI.
Charles Le Pen
Stillwater
--
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HARTFORD IIALLET
STUDENT SPECIAL -2 FOR 1
If you've never seen ballet, let this be your first
experience. September 26 & 27 at 8:00 p.m.
"Michael Uthofis Hartford Ballet remains one of America's best regional touring ensembles:'
-Los Angeles Times
"...a wide repertory and impressively stylish standards:'
-New York Times
The Maine Center for the Arts is pleased to offer students two-for-the-price-of-one tickets
- that's two tickets for just $6.00 or $9.00 total - to either performance of the Hartford Ballet.
Just fill in the coupon and bring it to the Box Office in the Memorial Union with your
cash, check, VISA or MasterCard.
Ticket Prices: Student/Senior Citizen - $6 Balcony/$9 Orchestra
UM Faculty/Staff - $9 Balcony/$12 Orchestra
General - $12 Balcony/$15 Orchestra
MAINEENTER I Hartford Ballet - 2 for 1 Student SpecialName. 
I C 
,FH i Address FOR •
• PA.R: TS i Cash [1ID #. Check [] - VISA (] - MasterCard []
Supported by a grant from the R.F. Haffenreffer IV Charitable Trust and Pepsi Cola.
Funded in part by the Maine Arts Commission, and the National Endowment for the
Arts, through the Ness England Foundation for the Arts.
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Women appointees defend Brennan
AUGUSTA. Maine (AP) — Several of
Gov. Joseph E. Brennan's women ap-
pointees held a news conference Monday
to defend their boss igainst a political
opponent's criticism that he has not
done enongh to provide opportunities to
women.
"The governor has appointed more
women judges, more district attorneys,
more commissioners and agency heads
than all his predecessors combined,"
said Nancy Boothby, director of the
Division of Community Services.
She said a television commercial in
which Brennan's Republican congres-
sional rival, H. Rollin Ives, makes the
allegation, is "an insult to women in
state government."
Boothby also demanded that the ads
be taken off the air and that Ives
apologize.
"There is absolutely nothing to
apologize for," Ives said. "His record,
in terms of providing greater oppor-
tunities for women is terrible."
Ives said Brennan "thinks, oppor-
tunities for women are limited to
political appointments. " But he said
the state's low per-capita income and
high unemployment ranking in New
England deny women economic
opportunities.
In a state with a longstanding tradi-
(ion of participation by women in
government, "Joe Brennan has come up
a day late and a dollar short," said
Ives, a psychologist who is seeking his
first elective office.
Boothby said Brennan was the first
Maine governor to appoint a woman to
the state supreme and superior court
benches. Brennan also appointed the
first three women members of the
Workers' Compensation Commission
and the first three to serve as district at-
torneys in the state, Boothby said.
More than 200 women have served in
a variety of administrative, management,
policy-making and judicial posts during
the Brennan administration, said
Boothby. More than three dozen women
'representing various agencies and oc-
cupations in the administration crowd-
ed a State House hearing room during
the news conference.
Boothby said she and several other
women who saw Ives's ad "took offense"
at the suggestion "that we were not in
a position of policymaking in this
state."
Educators look toward SAT improvements
WASHINGTON (AP) — Educators
expressed hope Monday that the stand-
still in Scholastic Aptitude Test scores for
the class of 1986 will turn out to be just
a pause in the rebound that began five
years ago.
Experts agreed that one reason for op-
timism is that 23,000 more seniors took
the SAT last year at a time when high
school enrollments are shrinking. Scores
tend to drop when a larger percentage of
a high school class takes the college en-
trance exam.
And the SAT's rival, the American
College Testing Program, showed an im-
provement in its scores, with the ACT
average now standing at its highest level
in a decade.
AIDS drug drawing hope
WASHINGTON (AP) — Since
disclosure of the first therapeutic drug
to help AIDS sufferers, thousands have
called hotlines to get more information,
health officials said Monday.
Federal authorities announced Friday
that an experimental drug found to cut
the death rate and-improve quality of life
of some AIDS patients would be made
more widely available. They stressed,
however, that the drug was not tt cure,
and that it could have serious side
effects. •
The National Institutes of Health said
a special telephone hotline established to
answer questions about the drug had
received more than 3,500 calls between
Friday and Monday.
The hotline, which operates between
8 a.m. EDT and midnight seven days a
week, has been receiving an average of
50 calls per hour on 10 incoming lines
from doctors and patients interested in
being included in further studies of the
drug.
Unlike other purported developments
involving treatment of acquired immune
deficiency syndrome, inquiries about
azidothymidine, or ATZ, have not been
as frantic as in the past, say operators
of the hotline.
A spokesman for the Whitman Walker
Clinic here, a clearinghouse for AIDS in-
formation, said it has been receiving
calls about ATZ, but said these inquiries
have not been as urgent as in the past.
"Overall, people have been calm and
not flooding us with inquiries, partly
because of the hotline established at
NIH before the announcement," said
Jason Whiddon, coordinator of medical
services at the clinic.
"People are keeping up hope, but they
are cautious," Whiddon added. "We're
talking about people who are already
reconciled to the fact that they might die
and have had their hopes raised
before."
AIDS, an incurable condition caused
by a virus that results in destruction of
the body's infection-fighting immune
system, has been reported in 24,859
Americans to date, 13,689 of whom have
died. Until now, there has been no ef-
fective treatment for the disease and no
one is known to have survived it.
COCA Snow e o
Presentors: Robert Dana, Substance Abuse Coordinator and Educator, Uni.
of Maine; and Steve Ranslow, State Prevention Coordinator, Office of Alcohol
and Drug Abuse Prevention, Augusta.
3:15 p.m. Wednesday, Sept. 24
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union
(other programs 10,8, /022, and 11/15)
Sponsored by the Memorial Union and the
Office of Substance Abuse
DRUG-SPEAK
The SAT scores have been closely
watched as a barometer of school per-
formance for the past decade. Last year,
when the average SAT score jumped a
record nine points to 906, President
Reagan attributed it to the success of the
school reform movement that his ad-
ministration has pushed.
The SAT — scored on a scale of 400
to 1600 — has hit plateaus before as it
fell from a peak of 980 in 1963 to its low
of 890 in both 1980 and 1981.
Education Secretary William J. Ben-
nett said in a statement Monday: "Clear-
ly, the education excellence movement
has been having an effect, and we're
holding the ground we've gained. But
now we must push ahead with these
education reforms to insure that we pick
up steam again."
Bennett said he had commented last
February that a surge in SAT scores this
-year was unlikely.
But other educators admitted that
they were surprised by the lack of pro-
gress at a time when many states have
been raising high school standards and
pouring money into their schools.
"I thought they would have gone up
two or three points," said California
Superintendent of Public Instruction Bill
Honig, whose own state scores held
steady at 904. But he emphasized that
more students are taking the test and
added, "I think things are still moving
forward."
Officials at the College Board, which
sponsors the SAT, estimated that more
than two-fifths of 1986 high school
graduates took their exam. A few years
ago, only one-third of seniors took the
SAT.
The most exciting
few hours
you'll spend all week.
Run. Climb. Rappel, Navigate. I ,ead.
And develop the confidence and
skills you won't get from a textbook.
Enroll in Army ROTC
as one of your electives. Get the facts
today. BE Al .1. YOU CAN BE.
For more information call Captain Rice
at 581-1125
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS
10 The Daily Maine Campus. Tuesday September 13, 1986.
Sports
UM field hockey shutout
by R. Kevin Dietrich
Staff Writer
The University of Maine field hockey
team opened its home schedule suc-
cessfully over the weekend, shutting out
both Holy Cross College and Boston
University by 3-0 margins.
- The Luntests, -played on -a -redone
Lengyl Field, featured some of the best
and some of the worst New England
field hockeyhas to offer.
Saturday's outing had Maine taking
on Holy Cross, one of the weaker ECAC
squads..'
While the Black Bears were somewhat
sluggish in the first half. Maine
regrouped at halftime and cattle out
strong to take care of Holy Cross.
It was Laurie Carroll, Charlene Mar-
tih and Eva Pullyard who led the Black'
Bear attack on the Crusaders, according
to Assistant Coach Paul Cavanaugh.
"Laurie Carroll led the way for the
Black Bears with a goal and an
assist." he said. "Charlene Martin had
the game winner from a pass by Denise
Boutin. Carroll added the first insurance
goal unassisted. Eva Pull yard rounded
out the Maine scoring off an assist from
Carroll."
Goaltender Tina Ouellette ws perfect
in goal, turning aside the only two shots
to reach her.
Oullette's performance was helped by
the tenacious Black Bear defense, which
allowed the Crusaders but 13 shots for
the game.
Sunday's matchup was a little tougher,
at least on paper. It featured Maine, the
number 22 team in the nation, taking on
the number nine squad in the country,
the BU Terriers.
The Black Bears took it to the Terriers
early, scoring their intial goal at the 5,12
mark of the opening period and holding
off BU time after time.
"The defense...was incredible," said
Black Bear Allison McBurnie. "BU
couldn't get by our defense. Our defense
was a wall."
It was Stacey Caron who was in-
strumental in the scoring of the open-
ing goal, according to Cavanaugh.
"She took the pass from Knit Morison
and rifled it past a helpless (goalie) Mary
Linehan,," he said.
NIcBurnie was also impressed with the
play of Morison and Caron adding "they
controled the (BU) defense."
Fourteen minutes later Martin made
it 2-0 when she converted, with assists
going to Boutin and Ahn Goldfine.
The Black Bears finished the day's
scoring at the 11,53 mark of the se-
cond stanza when Martin registered her
third goal of the weekend on an assist
from Caron.
While Oullette was again flawless in
goal with 13 saves on 17 shots. the BU
(see SHUTOUT page II)
ATTENTION
SENIORS!!
 •
Senior Council Elections
Thursday, September 25
Pick up petitions in the Student Govern-
ment office on the 3rd floor of the
Memorial Union. They must be turned in
no later than Tuesday, September 23 at 4:00.
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Dancing
to a tune
of 3-0
Jerry Tourigny
1986 Yankee Conference preseason
'coaches poll
1.Delaware
1,Massachusetts
3.Richmond
4.Rhode Island
, liVew Hampshire
6.Roston U
7.UConn
8.MAINE
No respect. Just call the Maine
Black Bear football team Rodney
Danger field.
After all, when the other teams in
the Yankee Conference pi X you to
finish in the cellar two consecutive
years, it's obvious they don't consider
you an imposing threat. Rather, they
must think of the Blue and White as
a traveling ballet company. `•
Dancing is what the Black Bears
have been doing — on their
opponents.
Coach Buddy Teesens took his
ensemble south to Washington, D.C.,
to open this year's tour and showed
Howard University a few steps,
though not all of them. Just enough
to garner a 38-22 victory. After all, it
was only a warmup to the dress
rehearsal.
That came two weekends ago and
American International College pro-
ved to be a captive audience to the
Black Bear movements. The Yellow
Jackets left wishing they could see
more of the routines. More of the
grace. More of the precision. What
they saw and received was a 33-7
thumping.
But again, the Black Bears showed
only some of what they have to of-
fer. They were saving the rest for
opening night. The grand gala. The
first Yankee Conference game. The
audience — the Rhode Island Rams.
URI Coach Bob Griffin was one of
those harsh preseason critics who
placed Maine at the bottom of the
heap. Evidently, he hadn't seen the
potential of these rising performers.
And so too evidently, Griffin and
his group hadn't ?cad the program
before coming to the UMaine theater
Saturday. Once on the dance floor.
the Rams were out of step. Two paces
behind.
For the Black Bears, it was a night
on the town. For the Rams, it was a
night to be wallflowers. All they could
do was sit back and watch the action.
The tempo was set early and con-
vincingly. Act 1 Scene I saw the Bears
exhibit a crisp aerial display com-
bined with flawless precision on more
routine ground numbers. Ten plays
and 69 yards later Griffin and the
Rams were bewildered.
Act I Scene 2 left them stunned.
After the Rams' offense had a brief
moment in the spotlight, the Maine
II took over on its own 10-yard line
and proceeded to show how much fun
it can be to execute a smooth coor-
dinated performance. Fun that is for
the home folks. Not so for those from
the Ocean State.
With Bob Wilder as the director,
Maine marched down the field on a
I4-play 90-yard drive_ Wilder rarr.--
Wilder threw. Doug Dorsey and Mike
Walsh ran. The offensive line
manhandled the URI defensive front.
At the end of Act I, Maine, picked to
bring up the rear, led 14-0.
No respect indeed. -
The Rams fought back closing the
lead to 17-14 at the end of Act 3. But
the Black Bears saved the best for
last. The grand finale in this perfor-
mance was grand indeed.
Three interceptions in the fourth
and final act led to two Maine
touchdowns and the third ended the
game. When the final curtain came
down, the Bears had for the third time
danced off the field with a victory.
Maine 34, URI 14.
Now Teevens and Co. have another
engagement. This time at EloSion
University. The audience won't just be
the BU Terriers. Football fans across
the country via ESPN will be able to
see what this Maine team has to of-
fer. The Bears will be looking to
punch the fourth hole on their dance
card.
If they do, maybe the other coaches
will start to think twice about their
cellar dweller prognosis for Maine
No respect indeed.
First win for women's tennis
by Kevin Sjoberg
Staff Writer
The University of Maine Women's ten-
nis team collected its first victory of the
fall season Friday by ousting Salem State
College 6-3.
In the second match of their weekend
trip, the Black Bears fell to the Univer-
sity of New Hampshire 9-0.
On Friday, Cindy Sprague, Joanne
Ambler, Eleanor Brady and Kathy Mac-
Donald gained singles victories while the
doubles teams of Sprague-Tammy Fitch
and McDonald-Dee Dydowicz also
earned wins.
Ambler, a freshman, received her third
victory in as many matches and Mac-
Donald, a senior, won the first varsity
match,of her career to key the victory.
"There were some really good perfor-
mances, we were glad to get our first
win," Coach Eilene Fox said. -"I was
very pleased with MacDonald's perfor-
mance, she played very well."
In Saturday's match, UNIaine was
shutout by "a very strong" UNH team,
losing all nine matches.
"New Hampshire has a lot of depth.
They played twelve different girls while
we went with our top six, and that
should tell you something," Fox said.
Maine, now 1-3, will finish their home
season Saturday in a match against
Vermont.
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• Shutout
..--.—(continued from page 10)
goalies were unable to record evert a
single save.
Another encouraging aspect of the
weekend's victories staithe Black Bear's
lineup, which included several of Maine',
lesser experienced players.
-We were very happy, especially since
a lot of the starters weren't playing."
McBurnie said.
The Black Bears will hit the road
again next weekend traveling to the
University of Vermont Saturday to take
on the 'Catamounts and heading to Siena
College Sunday to play the Golden
Gri ffins.
Although McBurnie_wasn't sure just
how Maine would match up against
Siena, she believes the Black Bears will
have their work cut out for them against
Vermont.
"Vermont is always someone to con-
tend with," she said. (Campus photo)
Clemens' year,overshadows Angel Mike Witt
ANAHEIM, Calif. — Because of
Roger Clemens, Mike Witt of the
California Angels isn't going to win the
Cy Young Award as the American
League's top pitcher this year.
But that's not because the rangy right-
hander hasn't had a Cy Young Award-
type season.
"You couldn't ask any man to pitch
any better than Mike Witt's pitched,"
Angels Manager Gene Mauch said.
"What's he had, 30 starts? What's he
averaging, eight innings a start?
"The games he wins are ot paramount
importance. The innings he's pitched, for
our team, are of paramount importance.
If you took his 30 starts, he could have
22, 23 wins like the other guy. "
The other guy, Clemens, has a 24-4
record with 10 complete games, a 2.55
earned run average, 31 starts, 2431/4 in-
nings pitched and 232 strikeouts.
Witt has made 31 starts and has 13
complete games. He'll make start No. 32
Tuesday night against the Cleveland In-
dians. He is 18-8 with a 2.64 ERA, 249
_1/3 innings pitched, giving him an
average of just over eight innings per
start, and 191 strikeouts.
Witt, 26, became a big-leaguer for
good in 1981. He didn't turn 21 until the
middle of his rookie season.
A good-looking prospect, the angular
6-foot-7 Witt was 8-9 in 1981 and 8-6 in
1982. Then, he hit rockbottom, going
7-14 with a 4.91 ERA and only two com-
plete games in 1983.
The prospect had become very
suspect.
"After that season, I realized I had to
sit down and rethink everything I was
doing as far as pitching was concern-
ed," Witt said. "I put it into motion
right away (when he pitched in a winter
league).
"A lot of it was confidence. I don't
think I had an overabundance of con-
fidence that year. It dwindled as the year
went on. I wasn't real consistent in how
1 went about pitching as far as
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mechanics and the mental aspect were
concerned.
"That winter, I got down to basics
how 1 had pitched and gotten guys out.
I put a plan down and went about that
plan. I was consistent that winter and
I've been consistent ever since"
Witt was 15-11 with a 3.47 ERA in
1984 and hurled a perfect game agaisnt
the Texas Rangers on the final day of the
season. Last year, he was 15-9 with a 3.56
ERA.
Witt was at his best in August, When
the Angels recorded a 19-10 record to
take command in the AL West. He was
5-0 with an 0.21 ERA, allowing just one
11
earned run all month.
An unreal month, right?
"It wasn't unreal because it hap-
pened," Witt said. "A pitcher goes out
there every day thinking he's not going
to give up any runs.
"It's a good thing to do, but it's
nothing surprising. I pitched the whole
year like I pitched in August. I've been
consistent the whole year. I was even a
little more consistent in August.
"You're never going to know how
much better you can be. Hopefully, I'll
never find out how good I can be. You
can always be better!'
It's difficult to imagine Witt can be
any better than he was in August.
The most exating• •
few hours
you'll spend all week.
Run. Climb. Rappel. Navigate, Lead.
And develop the confidence and
skills you won't get from a textbook.
Enroll in Army ROTC
as one of yOur electives. Get the facts
today. BE ALI, YOU CAN BE.
For more information call Captain Rice
at 581-1125
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS. TRAININC CORPS
•
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Classifieds/Personals
FOR BENJ.
Faculty member arriv:ing January is
looking for a house to rent in this area
for a family of four. If you are going
on sabbatical andt would like to rent,
or if yott know of anything available,
please contact Sandra Vaillancourt or
Vaughn Holyoke at x2940.
EOR SALE
For Sale: 1976 AMC Hornet 6
cylinder. one year Maine inspected, 4
all season radials, recently overhauled,
runs great! Call 866-2012 menings.
Lovely couch and matching chair duo
perfect for aro home. In excellent con-
dition for only $75.00. Call 947-0564
after 5:00.
One bedroom apartment on Spring
St. in Stillwater. $350 per month in-
cludesall utilities. Washer and dryer.
available. Call 827-6852.
House for sale by owner. 59 Park
Street, Orono. 2 bdrms, large yard.
garage $49,000. Call 866-3351.
1977 VW Rabbit, New Transmission,
brakes, tuneup, excellent body. Asking
$1,500. Call or see Geoff Miller, 106
Aroostook Hall. tel. 581-4522 or
S8I-5420.
Minolta SRT 202. Manual opera-
tion, 28-70 min zoom, flash, strap) case
and accessories. Total new $500, com-
plete for $200. Call Mike 825-4414 or
825-4902 (after 5).
Large private collection of oriental
rugs. Persian. Turkish. A:fghan. Indian...
Various sizes, styles and prices. Call for
appointment to view. 945-9655.
Two Sears Road Handler Radial
Snow Tires. PI95/74R14 whitewalls.
used two winters, 50,000 mile warran-
ty. $40 each (originally $70). Call Mike,
825-4414 or 825-4902 (after 5)
Remington Shot Gun. 1100 Auto., 12
gauge with poly choke. New condition
3300. Call 848-3174.
1985 Fleetwood. 14x56. in Lakeland.
Florida. Call 848-3174.
Couch. Floral tapestry design. Curv-
ed front, arms worn. Located in
Hampden. Will deliver. Bill Congleton
581-2778.
Stereo equipment. Technics 30 watt
receiver. Pioneer semi-automatic turh-
table Grado cartridge. Monster cable.
Call eves. 866-3548 and make an of-
fer. Ask for Larry.
Pentax ME 35mm camera with ad-
ditional lenses. $90 or best offer. Call
Wendy at 581-4675.
9xI2 royal blue shag. Good condi-
tion. 862-2425, between 5 & 10 p.m
Asking $55.
10 speed bicycle - Raleigh Super
Record. Excellent condition, large
frame, Citadel Lock included, $170.
Call 827-3760.
HELP WANTED
Pianist workstudy student or will
consider non-workstudy student to ac-
company dance classes at Lengyel Hall
Dance Studio. Call Kim Arrow, x1963
or x4070.
Waitresses and doormen needed at
well established bar. Ask Suzanne or
Sue M-F 10:00 - 2* or F-S after 5:00
at 945-0790. Address: 6 Broad Street,
West Market Square, Bangor. Me.
Legal Secretary Wanted. Highly
motivated, professional secretary need-
ed for small, fast-paced law office. Ex-
cellent typing skills required. Send let-
ter of application and resume to
Michael EL Griffin., Esq., CURTIS &
GRIFFIN, P.O. Box 400, Orono, ME
04475.
Excellent income for pan time home
assemly work. For info call
312-741-8400, ext. 1233.
$60.00 per hundred paid for remail-
ing letters from home! Send self-
addressed, stamped envelope for infor-
mation/application. Associates. Box
95-11, Roselle, NJ 07203.
A NVork/Study Conselor position is
still available in the Maine Talent
Search Program. The position involves
helping low-income adults with higher
educational aspirations actually
achieve their goals through career,
educational, and financial counseling.
Call David Nlegquire at 581-2526.
WANTED
Wanted - Farsi-speaking individual
Meotiverie With In' order to learn more
of the language. Write Robin, P.O. Box
1941, Bangor.
Wanted - large sturdy dinner table.
Call John Spear at 866-2588.
MEETINGS
OCB/MOC is sponsoring a
SPAGHETTI DINNER Tues. Sept. 23
from 6-9 pm at the Damn Yankee,
featured will be; 'GLACIER BAY'
Alaskan slide show.
There will be an Economics Student
Association meeting in 35 N. Stevens
- on Wednesday, September 24th from
5. Elections for officers will be held.
The Maine Volleyball Club will be
holding a meeting on Thursday, Sept.
27 at 7:00 in room 141 Bennett. No ex-
perience necessary. Mens. Womens,
and Coed teams. For further info. call
Coach Charlie Slavin 581-3920.
WANTED: Students interested in
politics. The University Democrats
meet Wed. at 4:00 p.m. in the 1912
Room of the Memorial Union. Step in-
to politics-join_ us! _
BOMBS, AWAY: Symposium on
Nuclear Issues. Sept. 27, Peakes
Auditorium, Bangor, ME. For more in-
formation, call 947-8311 x360 or 488,,
Hosts: Physicians for Social'
Responsibility-Eastern Maine; winners
of the Nobel Peace Prize.
Every' Tuesday, 4:00 p.m. Meeting of
the Maine Peace 'Action Committee
(MPAC). Virtue Room, the Maples.
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers will have their first meeting
'Sept 25 at 7 pm in 102 Crosby Hall.
Guest speakers.will be recent ME and
MET graduates. Topics include inter-
viewing and job descriptions. Free
soda and donuts will be served. Open
to all ME and MET majors.
Wildestein, a Gay! Lesbian student
support group meets every Thursday
in the Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union
Building at 6:00 pm.
Greater Bangor area chapter of the
National Organization for Women will
meet at 7:00 pm on Thurs. Sept 25 at
the home of JoAnne Dauphinee, 87
Sunset Strip, Brewer. The meeting,
which is open to the public, will feature
the showing of a Planned Parenthood
movie about reproductive choice. For
further- info call Larry Kammerer at
945-4272 between 5M0 and 9:00 pm
weeknights and 10:00 am to 9:00 pm
weekends.
Attention anyone interested in
Wildlife, the first Meeting of the stu-
dent chapter of the WILDLIFE
SOCIETY is Sept. 24 at 7:00 in 102
Notting Hall. The speaker will be Dr.
Jim Gilbert. The topic will be Walrus
- a year in Alaska.
The Orono chapter of the Home
Computer Users.Group-will-hold.firvi.
meeting at 8:(X) AM on Sept 26 at the
Periodicals section in Fogler. Vsill
discuss 3rd annual AL
PACINO/SCARFACE Imitator COI/-
test fundraiser plus more. All ins itecr
For more info. call Nick Jeffries at
465-7261. Your computer need not
attend.
TYPING SERVICES
:r
Need a paper typed? Call Emily, 500
College Ave„ Orono, 866-5682. $I per
Page, double spaced. If desired, spell-
ing & grammar edited at no charge.
Satisfaction guaranteed or your money
back!
Typing wanted: reports, papers,
resumes, etc. Call Janice at 581-2224
or stop by 113 Barrows Hall.
Reasonable rates.
University Typing Service. Term
papers, reports, thesis, etc. Pick up and
delivery. Call 827-3689, ask for Julie.
ROOMMATE NEEDED
M/F lobe third in a newly furnish-
ed townhouse. S200/mo plus utilities.
'1 mile from campus by Thriftway.
Call Scott, 866-4138.
RIDE/RIDERS NEEDED
Ride sharing from Orrington 8 - 4:30
daily. Call xI217.
MISC
Outfit yourselves and decorate your
rooms at the Orono Thrift Shop. Red
brick building, second right turn off
of Pine St. Open wednesdays only, 11-4
p.m.
Stuff it! Rent a MINI-KOOL
is refrigerator for your dorzhitory room.
A few left...Call 866-4162.
The SEA darkroom is now open. If
you are interested, call the SEA office
for more information: 581-1802.
Poorgie,
Through tic and tin, the bot of us love
you!
Elsie and Gabble
Massages available at Hilltop Health
Club. Members and nonmembers
welcome. No appointment necessary.
Tues and Thurs evenings 6 - IQ pm.
Members S8 /hr, nonmembers $16/hr.
Call x4809 for more info.
Off Campus Board needs your sup-
port and input, be a member of CSC.B.,
Keep an eye out for your favorite
O.C.R. activities:!!!
Ball on the Mall Sun. Oct.-5-.-Mmic,
dancing and _fun - FREE 
Listen to Vb'NIER-FM your informa-
tion center. Scheduled news casts. 8. 10
am - 12, I. 2. I, 4, 5 pm. Radio Free
Orono.
PI.EASE HEl P!! A black leather
bag was stolen from my VW Rabbit
Saturday night. Anyone who knows
who took this or can give it back will
receive $40. Call 827-4381.
Thanks kindly for everyone's show
of support and interest. The UNIVER-
SITY COMMUNITY CRAFT
CENTER is fully staffed and ready to
open for business Tuesday the 16 of
September. We will be open from 1-9
p.m. Tuesday through Thursday. and
1-6 p.m. Friday through Sunday. We
have classes in pottery, silver,
silkscreening, photography, weaving
and much more. We also welcome
walk-ins. Call 581-4849 for more info.
And again "We thank you for your
support!' .
Unique style - custom fit, hand sew-
ing done to fit you by a creative, ex-
perienced tailor. Designing. alterations
and repairs done to your specifica:
lions. Call Sarah at 942-4050 after 5
p.m.
YOUR Progressive Rock Station -
WMEB. 91.9 FM. Radio-Free Orono.
GRE examinees. Some prep aids list
the wrong words - everyday words or
words too obscure for the GRE. The
LexiComm GRE Dictionary has the
right words. Convenient sections
separate easier words from advanced;
let science majors focus on
arts/humanities; more. Pocket sized -
study between classes. Introductory
price until January I. Send $3 to: Lex-
iComm Ca, P.O. Box 1417- E-9, Alex-
andria, VA 22313.
As part of their Greek Week
festivities, the University of Maine
"Greeks" (fraternities and sororities)
are conducting a joint promotion with
the American Red Cross Blood Ser-
vices - Norhteast Region and the
Maine Ronald McDonald House in
Bangor. "The Greek 500" blood drive
will be held Wednesday, October I,
from 12 - 8 p.m. at the University's
Memorial Gym. Students hope to sue- .
pass last year's collection of 524 units
of blood and are inviting all healthy,
eligible people to donate.
Classified ads will be free of charge
until further notice.
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